Art Activity Easy to Intermediate
Fun things to make and do with paper No.3 (Making a collage flower picture and a collage flower
in a pot) Get ahead of summer and have some colourful flowers in your house to brighten up your
day! Tip -if you do not have glue at home you can use the white of an egg instead, it is surprisingly
sticky! You can use a toilet roll tube instead of a paper cup. You can paint it a nice colour and add a
fancy paper trim around the top of it. If you do not have any coloured paper, you can make your own
by painting it or add colour using pens, pencils or crayons.
Materials needed: Sheet of stiff card, this could be
an old cereal box. Coloured and/or patterned
paper. Glue or the white of an egg. Intermediate
level will also need: scissors, paper/polystyrene cup
or toilet roll tube, a straw and sellotape.

Copy the flower
shape onto the card
or print a flower
shape off from the
internet (clip art
colour in flowers).

Intermediate- cut your
flower out once it has
dried.

Tear a piece of your
scrap paper into
little pieces and start
gluing them onto
the petal shapes.

Sellotape a drinking
straw to the back of
your collage flower to
give it strength.

Rip up your other pieces
of scrap paper and glue
them onto the other
petal shapes, try to stay
inside the shape. Add
paper to the stem. (Easy
-add some grass at the
bottom).

Easy flower collage

Intermediate – pop your flower in a
polystyrene cup or a toilet roll tube. You
can paint the toilet roll tube and the paper
cup and even add a paper border! Push
some paper into the cup to help the flower
from falling over.

Art Activity Intermediate to Challenging
Fun things to make and do with paper No.3 (Making paper flowers) Get ahead of summer and
have some colourful flowers in your house to brighten up your day!
Tips – you can use a toilet roll tube instead of a paper cup. You can paint it a nice colour and add a
fancy paper trim around the top of it. If you do not have any coloured paper, you can make your own
by painting it or add colour using pens, pencils or crayons.
Materials needed:
Paper/polystyrene cup or a
toilet roll tube or a
flowerpot. Coloured paper.
Glue/Sellotape. Straws,
cotton bud. Scissors.
Pencil.
Pleat a strip of
coloured paper.
Pinch one end
together and stick a
strip of paper or
Sellotape round to
hold it.

Cut a long strip of
coloured paper. Make
cuts along the length as
in the illustration. Roll
up the paper and bend
the petals back.

Cut out different shapes
for leaves, long and thin,
short and pointed. Score
down the centre of the
leaf and fold. Leaves are
good for covering up joins
between flowers and
stems.

Experiment with different petal
shapes.
To make stems
and fancy swirly
parts, wrap a thin
strip of green
paper round a
cocktail stick or a
straw or a pencil.
Glue or tape the
ends.

